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The key to improvement, success, and incredible musical enjoyment on the trumpet is to
practice a balanced, effective daily routine that covers all the main areas of technique. Daily
routines only work if the player continues to do them over a long period of time; there are no
short cuts on trumpet! Technique is the means to an end. The end result is to be able to
express your musical ideas and emotions and experience musical interaction in ensembles
without being limited by your technique on the instrument. Try doing the Dan Miller
components with these three additional components every day for three weeks, and see if you
start to notice improvements in your playing.
After three weeks, you will have settled into a practice routine, so now try to keep going with
your daily routine for three months, and you will find you are beginning to sound like a
completely different player. You will notice that things that used to be difficult to play are now
ell i hin o
eng h and end ance and hing ha o didn
ed o be able o pla a e
starting to become possible.
After three months, you will probably be hooked on your daily routine. Once you start
sounding better and better, and being able to do more and more on the instrument, the desire
to keep improving starts to snowball. Now you are ready to commit to doing the routine daily
(with occasional days off) for three years. If you keep up the daily routine for three years, you
will be one of the strongest trumpet players in your district, if not the strongest.

I: Breathing
Breath is the fuel that drives everything we do on the trumpet. Working on technique without
a free-flowing, vigorous air stream is like trying to drive a car with no gas in the engine. You can
ha e he highe pe fo ming po ca and he mo killed d i e in he o ld b if he e no
ga in he engine o e no going an he e nle i an elec ic ca
Simila l o can
have a perfect embo ch e ong e placemen and m ical concep in o mind b if o e
not moving the air, o e no going an he e
I recommend spending 1-2 minutes at the beginning of every practice session and rehearsal retraining your body to take a full capacity breath and to blow freely and vigorously. Three
possible ways of doing this are:

1) In a forward bend or standing, take three slow, deep breaths. First breath into the lower
back. Then into the side ribs (intercostal muscles). And finally, on the third breath, feel the
expansion in all directions around the torso, perhaps so much that you have to come up out of
the forward bend a bit due to the expansion in the abdominal region.
2) Using a sheet of paper, form a breathing tube with a 1 1 ½ inch diameter (or use a piece of
PVC or an actual breathing tube). Insert it into your mouth and take three deep breaths, in and
out. Notice the open, hollow sensation in the throat. This is exactly how the throat should be
when playing.
3) Using a piece of paper, stand six inches from a wall. Take a full, deep breath, and try to
suspend the piece of paper against the wall for as long as you can using only the breath. If you
can suspend it for several seconds, try taking a small step back and suspending the paper from
further away. The goal is to use the visual stimulus of the paper to experience a vigorous, fastmoving air stream like the one you will use on trumpet.
Other breathing resources for teachers and students:
Pat Sheridan/Sam Pilafian Breathing Gym Videos
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_U5ms4DKTPE
Ravi Best Inhale and Exhale videos with Lincoln Center Jazz Academy
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jby01iDKhVI
Ho o open, hollow inhalation, fast, focused exhalation
Where to buy breathing devices: https://www.windsongpress.com/shop/

II. Lyrical Playing
Some ime
mpe pla e hink he o d echniq e mean being able o pla highe fa e
and louder. Those are just three components of technique. Being able to produce a beautiful
tone, fluid slurs, and elegantly shaped phrases is also an essential component of good
technique, and one that often gets overlooked. Just like triple tonguing or lip slurs, if you want
to be good at lyrical playing, you have to make it part of your daily routine! Here are several
ways to incorporate lyrical playing into your daily routine. Choose any one of these approaches
each day:
Choose a favorite ballad from jazz or popular music and play it by ear, alone or along
with a recording. Use recordings by great singers as well as instrumentalists to guide
your approach to phrasing. Th ee of m fa o i e a e Sophi ica ed Lad
Fogg Da
in London To n and a R ian folk ong called Ah Thi Nigh
O da ne eche
Pla one ong f om The A of Ph a ing ection in A ban Complete Conservatory
Method

Pla one e de f om Concone Lyrical Studies for the Trumpet or Horn each day. These
are bel canto vocal studies, transcribed for the trumpet, and they are incredibly health
for your playing.
Play one etude from Bo dogni Vocalises each day. This is another book of bel canto
vocal studies. There are many fine editions available, but I like the one edited by Mark
Tezak best.
Need a break from etudes? Play a lyrical excerpt from a favorite work for solo trumpet
o en emble Th ee of m fa o i e a e Rachmanino Vocalise, the off-stage solo from
Re pighi Pines of Rome and the post-ho n olo f om Mahle Symphony No. 3.

III. Tonguing
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A rapid, clear single tongued syllable is one of the most important basic techniques in trumpet
playing, and there are many ways to develop and maintain it. Relatively simple exercises with
lots of repeated notes work best, because they allow you to isolate the variables and focus in
on he cla i of he beginning of no e he
He e are some of my favorites:
A ban book - I. First Studies Music Studies Rhythmic Figure eighth, two sixteenths
(page 28 in the Goldman/Gordon edition). Think short eighths, long sixteenths. Insist
pon a ping a he beginning of each no e No too fast at first, so you can really hear
the quality of your articulation.
A ban book III. Scales Major Scales (page 59 in the Goldman/Gordon edition). Play
each pattern on a single, repeated pitch, then on the printed pitches. Choose a different
key each day or each week. Pencil in your metronome markings. Not too fast at first,
but increase the tempo gradually in tiny increments (1 bpm, for example), so that you
ne e lo e he cla i and he ping
Bousquet Thirty-Six Celebrated Studies. These are for the advanced student. They are
quite challenging, but present many opportunities to develop crisp, clear, rapid
tonguing.
60 seconds of tonguing. Set your stopwatch on one minute, and your metronome on 60
bpm to start with. Tongue steady, clear sixteenth notes, stopping only to breath, for 60
seconds. Gradually increase the tempo over time, in tiny increments such as 1 bpm.
This is harder than you think!

5 ways to stay motivated and to improve during the pandemic:
1. Social media challenges: challenge a group of friends and colleagues to a 20-day, 50-day, or
100-day practice challenge, then post your progress and give each other encouragement every
day. Another good practice challenge to do with friends is to play every exercises in the first
page of he A ban book o e a pe iod of eek o mon h
2. Choose one recording per week or per month to listen to every day while you learn to play
the piece. This works for learning a transcription of a jazz solo, orchestral excerpts, or solo
o k Thi i foc ed ac i e deep li ening and mo of don do enough of it. Each time
you listen, try to pick up something new about the articulation, style, tone, or other details.
3. Keep a practice journal. Write down very specific goals, timelines, and then track your
progress. Don
i ch goal n il o e accompli hed ha o e o o do For example,
your goal might be to be able to play your scales in fourths in all twelve keys in eighth notes at
76 bpm for the quarter note. O o goal co ld be o do Ca o Si No e e e da fo
days (3 weeks).
4. Take a virtual lesson with someone somewhere else in the country or the world! One of the
advantages of online instruction is that geography is no obstacle. Is there a trumpet player
o e al a d eamed of aking a le on i h o omeone your band director repeatedly
points to as a great trumpet teacher? Why not just reach out to them and ask for a virtual
lesson?!
5. Reward yourself at the end of each practice session with a few minutes playing something
p el fo f n Yo e ea en your vegetables, so have a little desert! The goal here is not
technique development, although sometimes your technique may improve as a bi-product. The
goal for these last few minutes of practice is to leave a good taste in your mouth; to make you
want to get the horn out of the case the next day and keep practicing.

